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   Background/Purpose: To examine the patterns and covariates of ben- 

efit finding over time among young Black breast cancer (BC) survivors. 

Background/Purpose: Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction relies on 

the recognition that cognitive impairment (CI) is a functional problem 

that may be related to the mind-body interactions of stress, rumina- 

tion, focused attention, distraction, and activation of the neural sys- 

tems that regulate attention. Research associated with the 

establishment of MBSR as an effective treatment for CI among 

Spanish-dominant breast cancer survivors (SBCS) is limited. SBCS will 

participate as a subgroup to evaluate if MBSR improves cognitive 

functioning. 

Methods: Inclusion criteria: age 21 or >, a diagnosis of stage I, II, III 

breast cancer, completed chemotherapy or chemo-radiation and 

within 5 years posttreatment; and experiencing CI. Recruitment, 

screening, and consenting of individuals was conducted by Spanish- 

dominant research staff, including the implementation of the MBSR 

(BC) program. All study instruments are available in Spanish. 

Results: Currently, seven patients are enrolled, and two new patients 

have been recruited. Preliminary studies show that the majority of our 

patients fall between the 30-50s age group with education ranging 

between fifth grade to bachelor's degrees. Major barriers to recruit- 

ment and enrollment show transportation measures, caregiver's 

schedules, and working schedules. All seven participants completed 

the MBSR (BC) program, or the BCES program at week 6, 12, and 26. 

Preliminary data shows that the Spanish group is low in compliance 

with their assigned homework compared to the English group, but all 

have completed the 26 weeks fully. 

Conclusions and Implications: The effectiveness of the (MBSR,BC) 

program will be evaluated by objective and subjective cognitive 

assessments. Recordings documented by SBCS in diaries will facilitate 

understanding of patients' perceptions about improvement in cogni- 

tive functioning over a 6-month period. Many patients are caregivers, 

and this impeded their full participation in the study. Possible future 

design will have to consider convenience of materials and offer trans- 

portation as a research service. 
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Methods: Black women (N = 305) with invasive BC diagnosed 

≤50 years were recruited an average of 1.9 years post-BC diagnosis. 

Participants completed self-report questionnaires of benefit finding, 

social support, and illness intrusions at three time points (M time since 

BC diagnosis: T2 = 3.1 years, T3 = 4.0 years). Relationships between 

posttraumatic growth constructs (social support, illness intrusions) 

and benefit finding over time were examined using mixed models. 

Models controlled for African American cultural variables (religiosity, 

time orientation, and collectivism), receipt of chemotherapy, general 

health status, and partner status. 

Results: Participants reported high levels of benefit finding (M = 2.99 

on a 0-4 scale). Benefit finding scores decreased 0.05 points per year 

since BC diagnosis (P = .02). Benefit finding scores at BC diagnosis 

were associated with more illness intrusions, greater religiosity, and 

having received chemotherapy (all Ps < .05). Social support was asso- 

ciated with change in benefit finding scores over time, such that a 

1-point increase in social support was associated with a 0.05 increase 

in benefit finding per year (P = .02). Adding the between-subjects pre- 

dictors explained 44% of the variance in interindividual differences in 

the intercept. 

Conclusions and Implications: This study addresses key gaps in 

knowledge regarding benefit finding among Black cancer survivors. 

Several psychosocial constructs are associated with increased levels 

of benefit finding among Black BC survivors. Consistent with findings 

from majority White samples, social support and illness intrusions 

appear to play a key role in benefit finding in Black BC survivors. Afri- 

can American cultural constructs must also be considered in future 

studies of benefit finding among minority populations, with a specific 

emphasis on religiosity. 
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